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Abstract
This paper is the result of a request from the Bridge Across the Bay Company for ideas for combining tidal
generation with a road bridge across Morecambe Bay. The ideas could be applied to other shallow bays. The paper
describes ways to increase local flow velocities to values needed for economic generation by building islands linked
by bridges supported on concrete piers, with a road way across the diameter of an island forming the bar of the theta.
Gaps between the piers would be fitted with pairs of vertical-axis rotors. A crucial question for tidal-stream
technology is the impedance of the flow channel. We have to know whether the obstruction of the flow passage by
islands and rotors will develop a higher head of water at slightly reduced flow rate or whether the obstruction will
bring the water to a near standstill. The paper presents a simple calculation involving bottom friction coefficients and
bay dimensions which can provide a useful initial indication. It suggests ways in which the prospect of making
foundations on shifting sand could be made more attractive.
Keywords: Tidal stream, vertical axis, channel impedance, bottom-friction, ring cam, pancake generator, fluidisation
and consolidation of sea bed, theta-islands, Morecambe Bay.

Problems
 While the volumes of tidal flow are very large the frontage is wide and so velocities are below
the accepted economic velocity threshold of about 2.5 metres per second.
 The bay is rather shallow for the diameter of horizontal axis turbines.
 The sea bed is soft, shifting sand with poor load bearing capacity.
 The area is a rich wild life habitat particularly for wading birds, which have vociferous and
ferocious human protectors.
 It is hard to predict the effects of the introduction of bridge foundations and turbo-machinery.

Velocity increase
The well-known equations for the energy available to open-stream turbines show that the power output
which generates revenue rises with the cube of stream velocity while the stresses that drive the cost of the
investment rise with only the square. This would suggest that the cost-benefit ratio ought to rise with
stream velocity to the power 1.5. However there are a number of tricks by which a variable pitch turbine
can evade the very highest forces to give lower peak power but a higher load factor, and so the advantage
rises with an even higher index. Renewable energy needs every increase of cost-benefit ratio it can find.
An increase in velocity can be achieved by making the flow pass through a passage with a low crosssectional area, such as the gaps between islands. These islands, shown in plan in the figure, can carry a
roadway and provide reclaimed land for housing or extra areas for wild life. The D-shaped areas to
either side of the roadway can be designed to be wetland, with controlled rates of water exchange.
An important question for all tidal projects is the extent to which the introduction of generating plant will
affect the flow. We can think of this in terms of the output impedance of the flow source, a concept
which is familiar to electrical engineers. One of the extremes would be a source of constant current
which has to flow and which will create whatever voltage or head is needed to overcome all obstructions.
This is the tendency with long, shallow flow channels. Less desirable would be a low impedance source
where the flow could be stopped by an obstruction capable of withstanding a defined head difference.

Consider a channel of length L, width W, depth Z, and bottom friction coefficient Cf having a current
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The power at present being wasted by friction is

The power from a full rotor bank would be
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The ratio of the two is
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If this ratio is unity the power already being lost as bed friction will be equal to that of one full rotor
system and we are on the edge of having a high impedance channel.
Vitale (1979) gives a review of bottom friction factors. A wide range has been observed. The lowest
friction factor is 0.02 with many values of 0.06 and some much higher. Sea beds with sand ripples have
values up to 0.08 (Bagnold 1946). If we combine a friction coefficient of 0.04 with a bay length L of
10,000 metres, a depth Z of 10 metres and a turbine performance coefficient of 0.4, the L.Cf/Z.Cp ratio is
100 and so a bay of these dimensions is clearly a high impedance source. The limit to the number of
banks of turbines we could install in series would be set only by the changes they induce to sea levels.
There is considerable uncertainty about the velocities of the streams at Morecambe Bay, with anecdotal
comparisons to t
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’of a good horse. With high impedance flows the local velocities will be
strongly dependent on local depths, which themselves alter from day to day. However a useful indicator
is that a bay width of 15km and other parameters as above would need a velocity of only 0.68 metres per
second to be dissipating one GW as bed friction. This velocity would be a very poorly horse.

Islands
Building islands needs lots of material and so a material with a negative cost would be attractive. Such
materials do exist. One is used tyres. The UK produces 50 million of them a year (Anon 2005). At
present people have to pay 90p to dispose of a tyre from a private car but with higher landfill taxes this is
likely to increase. Furthermore disposal in landfill runs the risk of underground fires which can burn for
years, leading to serious pollution. The figure (middle of left margin) shows a ring of tyres tied to one
another circumferentially, the ring being braced with radial ropes. Rings can be joined to form long tubes
to define the circumference of islands. Even if these are initially circular they are likely to grow fore and
aft extensions in the form of sandbanks shaped like the plan of islands that form in rivers.
Large floppy rings would be difficult to handle in air. It would be easier to assemble them in water at the
site where they are to be used. A jet of water can be used to remove sand from a trench where a tyre is to
be placed. The jets would be directed to send sediment to the inside of the growing tube so as to hold it
down. Placing tyres and lashing ropes could be done with robot arms attached to a lay-barge. The barge
position could be stabilised by hydraulically-operated outriggers on each side, like those on the vehicles
used to service street lamps. The tube of tyres would be built up around internal guide bars. The growth
of the tube would be very like that of the attachment of molecules in the formation of a crystal. Although
sizes are large and the plant will have to operate underwater, the essential technology is not very different
from that of the automated crochet-making machines which could achieve amazing productivity in the
19th century. Robotic technology is used to replace expensive civil engineering materials.
The outer end of each outrigger could have a caterpillar track to move it slowly around the circumference
of an island. A robot arm would place a tyre in the correct position while smaller arms applied the
lashings. The many gaps in the wall would allow water with entrained sediment to enter, but the lower
velocities inside the tyre ring would allow the sediment to deposit so that it will soon completely fill a
tube and the circular area inside it. Eventually it will form the skeleton of an artificial sand bank which
should have greater resistance to erosion than natural ones.
If N is the number of tyres, D the minor diameter of the ring, d the tyre diameter and t its axial thickness,
the length of the complete double tyre tube is L = N.t.d /2 πD.For d = 0.6 m, t = 0.2 m and D = 20 m the
tube would need 1000 tyres per metre length and the UK supply of scrap tyres could make 50 kilometres
of tube every year. The European scrap tyre supply could raise this by a factor of five and the American
one by an even greater amount.

The speed of tyre placement is limited by the need to accelerate the robot arms. If one arm can place and
lash a tyre in ten seconds and there is one robot arm per barge, the length of the tube would grow at 60
metres per 24-hour shift or around 20 km a year. The optimum design would have the cost of arms the
same as the cost of the barge and its outriggers. The barge hull is likely to cost about £1m and all eight
motorised outriggers as much again. A mass-produced man-lift costs about £70,000 but lacks the
feedback loops needed for accurate control so a single arm could well cost £500,000. The arm number
would then be four, giving a maximum of 80 km of installation a year from one barge working 24 shifts.
The total length of crochet tube wi
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blockage ratio. On these assumptions, the islands for Morecambe would consume just less than one year
of UK scrap tyres but could be built in less than a year. The expense of the barge could be shared with
later projects to install submerged-tyre breakwaters along coasts subject to erosion.
At first it might seem that the shifting sands would be a very difficult, even impossible, foundation,
Tomlinson (1995) However we may be able to turn their behaviour to advantage. We have to place tyres
and bridge piers below the present level of the sea bed. The technique of fluidisation is used in chemical
engineering for processing of solids as if they were liquids. A stream of liquid or gas is pumped into the
base of a reaction vessel at a rate sufficient to lift loose particles so that they behave as a liquid or quicksand. Heat transfer, the mixing and drying of powders are dramatically increased. Solid behaviour
returns when the flow stops. This means that we can place tyres and tie knots under sand in the fluidised
state and then lock them in place just by removing the water flow.
Perry (1984) gives data on flow requirements. See also Thornhill (2005) who gives a rearranged version
of Ergun's equation to get the pressure. Not surprisingly the flow requirements are strongly affected by
particle size and void ratio. For a large void ratio of 0.25 and rather large size of sand of 0.6 mm with a
density of 2000kg/m3, the pumping power to fluidize a square metre column 10 metres below the sea bed
is about 11 kW. But power goes with nearly the inverse square of particle size and the inverse cube of the
void ratio. For sand particles at the bottom end of the range, 0.06 mm, the pumping power for a square
metre of sand column falls to only 100 watts. It is desirable that the flow should be only just enough to
induce fluid properties so that we do not selectively lose the finest grains.
If flow produces fluid properties in a granular solid it is reasonable to expect that suction would do the
opposite. Suction will attract fine grains into the matrix of coarse ones and so, for a given suction
pressure, the flow rates will steadily reduce as the gaps between large grains get clogged. It will be many
years before the foundations have to take six lanes of nose-to-tail heavy goods vehicles at peak tidal flow
rates and so time is on our side. Once clogging is well advanced the bridge piers can have enough internal
volume to maintain suction for many weeks. If we can get a pump to handle sandy sea water reliably we
have a zero cost construction material which can have its properties changed from a fluid to a self-healing
solid at the turn of a tap. If we can make a pump which can handle watery sand we can even realign
foundations to restore levels and minimise stress in the bridge structure!
Everybody from wading birds to wind surfers likes lagoons. Fish love being near wrecks and coral reefs.
The tyre tube can include crevices designed to appeal to lobsters. The dream result would be that hard
fouling and maybe even coral would form on exposed tyre surfaces and take over the structural duty. This
suggests that we should pay great attention to advice from marine biologists.

Rotors
The gaps between islands will be filled with the rotors of vertical-axis tidal-generators, shown in section
in the figure, similar to those proposed by Salter (1998) but having only one layer of blades with a span
of about 7 metres - much less than the span of horizontal-axis machines. This length is short enough to
allow a steel construction from single sheets with no central welds. The lower ends of the blades are
supported by a circular ring, with cross-bracing wires to give strength in shear and torsion. These cross
wires must be fitted with low-drag fairings. Supporting the blades at both ends reduces bending moments
by a factor of four relative to a cantilevered design and greatly reduces the task of the bearings needed for
variable pitch. The circular ring will suppress tip vortices and the consequent gain will more than offset
the extra skin drag. The correct ring section in conjunction with the lower part of the power annulus can
provide a small amount of flow augmentation. The power takeoff will be built into the stationary rim and
so will operate in the dry at much higher velocity and lower force than in a design which sends forces to a
central generator.

In the 1998 design the power conversion made use of a mechanism known as a quad ring-cam which
combined the functions of a pump and very large, geometrically-tolerant slew bearing. It used many
cam-lobes driving many rollers to operate pistons. Displacement of the pump and force variation needed
to provide the bearing function were provided by the selective enabling of electronically-controlled
poppet-valves, (see Artemis Intelligent Power 2005). Since 1998 the price of neodymium boron magnets
has fallen. A permanent magnet generator with poly-phase pancake windings could be considered.
Provided the rotor diameter gives sufficient pitch stability to oppose moments induced by the sea bed
attachment, the cost of rotors does not seem very sensitive to diameter. However the costs of bridges are
strongly affected by their spans. We need to know a great deal more about flow velocities before we can
choose the correct blocking ratio and so the number of rotors and the diameters of islands. The figure,
based mainly on guesswork, shows 50 metre rotors in 60-metre gaps with 68-metre long bridges at a 400
metre pitch. This would need 37 gaps across a 15km bay and would give a velocity gain of 6.7. High
gap velocity will require rubble or geotextile in the gap between islands to prevent scouring. A more
serious limit to velocity gain is cavitation on the rotor blades. With a blade speed of 2.5 times water
speed the likely maximum gap speed is about 4 metres per second. A variation of island diameter can be
used to produce similar gap velocities despite variations across the bay.
The vertical-axis design allows the use of what we call a gutter seal, which has the form of a plate in a
liquid-filled gutter. It acts like a U-tube and has the advantage of having no contacting faces. Gutter
seals have a limited pressure capability and two rotors could withstand a head of 2 metres. This slope
would be accommodated by a tilt of the turbine. With four metres per second going through a flow
window of 50 by 8 square metres with an efficiency of, say, 0.75 the power per gap will be 24 MW.

Moorings
Mooring forces on tidal stream devices are large, somewhat more than the peak power divided by the
stream velocity. The downstream force will be increased on one side of the rotor by the need to provide a
torque reaction and increased again by any inclination of struts to the force direction. It may not be easy
to obtain a sufficient reaction from sea beds of uncertain properties. We should not try to provide
restraints which are not needed. Using the n
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current, the kinematic specification is to prevent yaw, surge and sway but to allow pitch, roll and heave.
This can be done with three links running between the concrete piers and the power annulus. The links
could be made of post-tensioned concrete (which has very attractive fatigue properties) with a section
chosen not to buckle but be light enough to float. The angular velocities of the spherical bearings at the
ends of the links should be low enough for water-compatible plain bearings (Anon 2005). The forces
from the links can be distributed round the power annulus by tension-members arranged like the spokes
of a wheel.
The forces from the mooring links go from their end-bearings through two concrete piers to the sea bed.
These piers have a cross-section like an inverted V which distributes loads to a wider base area. The
loads are the weight of the bridges (240 tonne each for three bridges) plus a nose-to-tail queue of heavy
goods vehicles (460 tonnes on each bridge) plus the piers themselves (2000 tonnes each in air) plus some
steel bottom-bracing to resist inward forces (90 tonnes). With two pier bases 40 by 12 metres this gives a
bearing pressure of 63 kPa at 5 metres below the sea bed. It is this and the coefficient of friction plus
pressure on the ends of the piers which has to stop the piers sliding downstream.
The assembly of two piers, three bridges and the bottom bracing will leave a shape like a letterbox to take
the rotor. This space can be used for an installation pontoon beneath the bridges. The miseries of towing
with tugs and ropes can be avoided if the pontoon is fitted with Voith-Schneider propellers at each corner.
The pontoon can support the entire structure, perhaps with help from air volumes in the Vee piers. The
whole assembly can be moved into place, air released from the piers and water pumped into
compartments in the pontoon so as to lower everything to the sea bed and through the top layer of the
sand. With water jetting at the base and progressive increase of the amount of water taken into the
pontoon compartments, we can press the base downwards to the required penetration of the sand.
Differential control of water jets and compartment filling can maintain the structure at the correct level.
All three bridges will not be needed immediately and one or two could be removed for other islands.
The lower parts of the Vee-piers should have large holes through which sediment-rich water can flow into
the centre of the island. The reduction of velocity will allow the precipitation of larger grains while the
water flows out through downstream gaps in the tyre ring. This means that, given time, nature will
provide most of the bulk of the island material.

Actions
We must understand the level changes, source impedance, velocity patterns and bed friction-coefficients
around the bay. This will let use choose the best line for installations, the optimum blocking ratio, the
island diameter and the vertical dimensions for rotor installations which would just not crunch into the
bridge at the highest-ever high water or run aground at the lowest-ever low water.
We need to sample grain size of the sand at various depths and places so that we can calculate the
pumping power needed for initial fluidisation and subsequent consolidation of the foundations.
We need to embed small assemblies of hand-built tyre rings with various lashing techniques and rope
materials to assess their survival. We can also use tyres to make structures which would be attractive
nursery areas for marine life and observe the results.
We need to do a ground-penetrating radar scan along the proposed line of bridges to make sure that there
are no unpleasant objects such a large rocks, abandoned fishing gear or even unexploded mines waiting to
obstruct installation. In two wars Britain and Germany between them placed 600,000 naval mines of
which only 180,000 have so far been accounted for.
We need to confirm calculations by measuring the present bearing load capacity of the sea bed along the
line of installations, and confirm the flow rates of water needed to induce fluidisation to allow planting of
bridge piers. We would then confirm the suction rates which can consolidate the sediment so as to keep
the piers in place. This could be done with quite small models but should be done in several places.
We need advice from ecologists and marine biologists about the best uses we can make with the enlarged
coastal habitat on the islands and the bow and stern extensions which are likely to form. Should we
create wetlands in the D-shapes either side of the theta bar? What vegetation should we plant to
supplement the function of the tyre rings? Should the operation of the turbines be adjusted differentially
across the bay so as to increase circulation and interchange of water with the Irish Sea? How can we
make the installations more attractive to young fish?
We need to identify a source of rubble which can be dumped in the flow channels to prevent scouring in
the increased local velocities.
We need to identify similar bays or eroding coastlines to which the tyre-laying barge and installation
pontoon could be transferred when the Morecambe Bay installation is complete.
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